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ABSTRACT 
A model is shown accounting for differences between males and females regard- 
ing both recombination and mutation rates at twolinked autosomal loci; males and 
females are supposed to mate at random. A canonical basis and the tram roots of the 
genetic algebra which constitutes the model have been determined; it is pointed out 
that such a zygotic algebra is not a special train algebra. Additionally, an operative 
procedure for finding out the idempotents of the algebra is developed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Etherington (1939) was the first author who gave an algebraic structure to 
population-genetic models. An algebra A is called genetic if it admits a basis 
{CilCICibn~ where the multiplication constants uijk defined by 
” 
CiCj = 1 u.. c 
k=O ‘lk k’ 
i, j=O,l ,a.., n, 
have the following properties: 
a,= 1, 
uojk=O for k< j, 
uijk=O for k<max(i, j) if i,j>O. 
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Such a basis is called a canonical basis, and uooo = 1, uarr,. . . , a,,, are called 
the train roots of A. These roots are particularly important in that they 
determine the idempotents of A; found among such idempotents are the 
populations in equilibrium. 
An algebra A is baric if it admits a nontrivial algebra homomorphism w 
over its underlying field; such a homomorphism is usually called a weight 
homomorphism. Every genetic algebra is baric, and its weight homomor- 
phism is defined by 
w(q)) = 1, w(ci)=O, i>O. 
The principal powers of a subalgebra S of A are defined by 
s’ := s, S’:=(xy; XES, yes-l), rEN, r>l, 
where S’ is an ideal of S. 
A subalgebra S of A is called nilpotent of index n if 
S” = (0) and S”-’ f (0). 
A baric algebra with weight homomorphism w is called a special train 
algebra if Ker w is nilpotent and the principal powers (Ker w)*, i E N, are 
ideals of A. Etherington (1941) showed that every special train algebra is 
genetic. 
Let U be an ideal of an algebra A. UC”) is the set of all linear 
combinations of products of elements of A with at least n factors from U. 
Therefore U(“) is an ideal of A. 
Gonshor (1973) showed that an algebra A is genetic if and only if (iff) 
there is an r E N, r > 2, such that (Kerw)(‘) = (0). 
Algebras for twolinked loci have been studied from different points of 
view by Etherington (1939), ReiersGl (1962), Holgate (1968), Heuch (1973, 
1977), Lopez-Sanchez et al. (1982), Lopez-Sanchez and Perez de Vargas 
(1985), and others. In addition, Reiersol, Holgate and Heuch dealt with an 
arbitrary number k of linked loci. 
In this paper we consider populations of diploid individuals which differ 
in two autosomal loci, each one of them with an arbitrary, finite number of 
alleles: 
L,= { 1: )...) z;}, L,= {Z,‘,...) z;}. 
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In such populations males and females have different recombination rates 
((3). We shall denote by 0, or 0, those recombination rates corresponding to 
the gametic production of a male or a female zygotes, respectively. Addition- 
ally, let M, be the mutation matrix of the locus L,, 1~ t < 2, whose elements 
denoted p\j, 1~ t < 2, 1~ i < r, 1~ j < s, represent the probabilities that an 
allele 1: mutates into an allele 1; at locus L,; the elements of M, are 
designated ~2~ or ~7~ when these probabilities refer to males or females, 
respectively. With (i, j) being the gamete whose alleles are 1: and Ii, the 
expression [(i, j), ( U, u)]+ represents the gametic production generated by 
the zygote [(i, j),(u, u)]; mutation and recombination are considered as 
independent phenomena that may occur simultaneously. As a consequence, 
this gametic production may be written as 
In Section 2 we construct a zygotic algebra 2’ which sexually discrimi- 
nates the individuals of a population; however, Z2 does not establish any 
difference between individuals with the same genotypical configuration. We 
show that 2’ is not a genetic algebra. 
In Section 3 we construct a zygotic subalgebra A2 of Z2, which is baric 
with a weight homomorphism w : A2 -+ C, being C the field of complex 
numbers. We study Ker w and its principal powers, showing that A2 is a 
genetic algebra but not a special train algebra. Taking into consideration a 
theorem of H. Gonshor, the genetic structure of A2 is established; in this 
way, we construct in Section 4 a canonical basis of A2 following an idea 
exposed in Worz-Busekros (1980). 
Finally, we develop an operative procedure for finding out the idempo- 
tents of the zygotic algebra A’. 
2. THE ALGEBRA 2’ 
Consider the following vector spaces: 
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and the tensor product S 8 G2 @ G ‘. We define 
and 
Z2 := S@G2@G2/H2. 
LEMMA 2.1. The operation * defined by 
{m@(i, j>~(u,~>}*{m~(P,s)~(~,~)} 
= {f@(i, j>~(u,u)}*{f~(P,9)~.(k,h)} =O, 
{m@(i, j)~(u,v>}*{f~(P,9)~(k,h)} 
=~(m+f>~[(i,j),(u,v)le,,,,,,~[(P,9),(k,h)le,~, 
is a multiplication table in 2’. 
Proof. 
f(m+ f)@[(i, j),(u,v>lB,lr,,~[(P~9)~(k,h)lefP, 
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” 1<a,cgr 
l<b,d<s 
(a, b) < (c,d) 
where we define the order 
(a,b) < (4 - [u<c] or [u=c,b<d] 
(u,b)=(c,d) 0 u=c, b=d. i 
( Z2, * ) is a rs( TS + l)-dimensional commutative nonassociative algebra 
over C, which is not a genetic algebra. 
3. THE ALGEBRA A2 
We consider 
c (y.. = l,U” c Ppqkh . 
(i, j)<(u,o) (p,q)<(k,h) 
i 
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A2 is a [ m( t-s + 1) - l]-dimensional subalgebra of Z2 and 
w:A2--,C 
Caijuo *. . + CPpqkh ‘. ’ + CDLijuo = CPpqkh 
is a nontrivial algebra homomorphism, where LxijUc - . . + Efipgkh . . . de- 
notes an element of A2 in an abridged form. Therefore, A2 is a bark algebra. 
With the notation 
we define the elements 
41,,c := mljrrc - mllllr (i, j) d(u,o) #(l,l), l<i,u<:r, l,< j,u<s, 
epqkll := fh - fpqkh 2 (~,9)<(k>h)#(l,l), l<p,q<r, 1,<9,h<s, 
o,i,,, := d,,,,r - eij,,c, (i, j) <(u,u) +(l,l), l<i,u<r, l< j,u<s, 
H pqkl, := D ll,,c, + Dm - Dpyki, 2 
(l,l)+(p,q)<(k,h), l<p,k,<r, 1,<9,h<s. 
LEMMA 3.1 
(K~~w)~S:= {Hpq~,,)~<P,k<r . 
l<q,hbs i 
(l.l)+(p,q)<(k,h) c 
Proof. 
(i) The set of TS(TS + 1) - 2 elements 
{ {dijuol~{epqkh>) 
is a basis of Ker w. 
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forms a basis of A2. 
(iii) Every element of (Ker w)~ can be expressed as a function of the 
elements HP+. Effectively, 
d i juod pqkh = ei juoepqkh = 0, 
1 
+s c 
l<a,c<r,l<b,d<s 
(l,l)*t(a.b)<(c,d) 
COROLLARY 3.2. 
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LEMMA 3.3. (Kerw)2 is not an ideal of A2. 
Proof. Let c, := mllll + fIllI be an element of A2 - (Kerw)2. Then 
coHijuo, (l~l)z(i, j),( -c u, u), 1~ i, u d r, 1 d j, u < s, can be expressed as a 
function of the elements Drr,,, (p, 9) + (1,l); If,,,,, (P, 9) + (1,l); and 
H pqkh, (1,l) f (p, 9) <(k, h). Because of the elements D,,,,, we deduce 
cOHij,, 4 U,; thus U, is not an ideal of A2. Hence, considering Lemma 3.1, 
(Ker w)~ is not an ideal of A2. n 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.3 we obtain that A2 is not, in general, a 
special train algebra. 
LEMMA 3.4. (Kerw)3 is an ideal of A2. 
Proof. Writing H,*,,, := Hpqkh - Hpqlh - Hpqkl, we obtain 
(p.a)+(l.l) ’ c 
Considering the classification of elements H,*,,, in the following three 
groups: 
Group 1: {H~qkh},(l,l)Z(p,9)~(k,h), k+l#h. 
Group 2: {H&,,}, (l,l)#(p,l)>(k, h), k#l# h. 
Group3: {H~qkh},(1,1)#(p,9)>(k,h), k+l#h,9#1. 
We can express the elements from group 3 as a linear combination of 
group-l and -2 elements as follows: 
H,*,kh = Hpqk,, - Hpqlh - Hpqkl = Hkhpq - Hlhpq - Hklpq 
= Hk%pq - fGpq - Hk*lpq + H;r,kh + H,*,kh’ 
Taking into account the linear independence of the elements from groups 1 
and 2, we obtain that 
(Kerw)U,cUs:= { H,*,kh > l<p,k<r, k#l ) { H,*,kh}2<p,k<r 
l<q,h<s, h#l 2<his 
(l,l)f(p,q)<(k,h) (p,l)>(k,h) 
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In view of this result and Lemma 3.1 we conclude that (Ker w)~ c Us, and 
therefore 
AS 
(i) ceH,*,,, = cOHifuo =o, lgp~r,l~q~s,2gk,i,u~r,2gh,v~ 
S, (l,l)z(p,q)~(k,h),(i,l)>(u,v), 
(ii) dabcdHip*qk,, = exyrtH&, = dabcdHifuo = exyrtHi?uu = 0~ 1 G 
a, C, X, Z, p 6 T, 1 G b,d, y, t, q Q s, 2 < k, 4 u < I+, 2 Q h, 0 Q s, (a, b) Q 
(c,d) +(1,1), (x, y)<(z, t) #(Ll), (Ll) #(p>q) <(k hh (4l)‘(u,vh 
we deduce that Us is an ideal of A’; since (Ker w)~ G Us and AZ& = (O), it 
follows that (Ker w)~ is an ideal of A’. n 
LEMMA 3.5. (Ker w)c4) = (0). 
(r) Proof. Let u, be the ideal of A2 generated by U, and all linear 
combinations of products of A2 elements with at least one factor from U,. 
The product c, Hi juo can be expressed as a function of the elements D,,,, + 
D lllq - &I,, P + 1 f q, and H,*,,,, (1,l) # (p, q), u # 1 # v. Therefore, 
we have 
On the other hand, U, [ A2Ul] c U,, since 
and UlU2 c (Ker w )U, = (0). As it is verified that 
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we obtain 
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Since (Kerw)3 and U, are ideals of A2, we have (Kerw)c3) = (Kerw)3, 
U$‘) = U,. Since (Ker w)4 = (0), we conclude that 
(Kerw)(2)CU?CUl@ {Dll,,+Dlllq-Dllpq}2Cp~r 
i ) 
, 
269GS c 
(Kerw)(31 c UJ” = U,, 
(Ker w)(4) = (0). n 
A consequence of this result is the following: A2 is a genetic algebra. 
4. CANONICAL BASIS AND IDEMPOTENTS OF A2 
4.1 Canonical Basis 
The basis of U,, 
i tHiTpq)lbi,pGr,p+l >{HiTpq 
\ l<j,q<s,qfl 
(l,l)+(i, j)<(p.q) 
}2Gi,pGr 
2<q<s I 
(i.1) > (P,Q) 
with 
( (Hljpl}2~p~r,{Hljlq}26j.q~s ) 2rzjtss (1. j)s(l,q) 
(1) 
{Hilpl}2<i,p<r .{D”.“D”‘.-D”..;‘~::“:). 
(i,l)G(p,l) . . 
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Ul@ ~~ll"l+~lll"-~ll"")2~uQ, ( > 2<o<s c 
which, along with 
constitutes a basis of Ker w. Consider the left transformation 
a+c,a, where co := ml111 + filllt 
and the induced linear mapping 
which with respect to the basis (2) is generally represented by a nontriangu- 
lar matrix. We shall obtain a triangular matrix with the basis 
of Ker w/Ur@ ({ DllUl + Dlllv - Dlluo}), namely w,, 1 < u < r - 1, and .z”, 
1~ u < s - 1, which are linear combinations of the elements { Dllkl }2 < k ( I . . 
and { Dlllh}2 d h ~ s, Similarly, Leo induces the linear mapping 
L:” :[UP ( { hul+ Dill” - &Lo > >I/W’ 
+ [U,@ ({ %“l+ 411” - %U” 1 W-P~ 
which with respect to the basis (1) is usually represented by a nontriangular 
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matrix. Again, we shall obtain a triangular matrix by replacing in such a basis 
the elements 
so that each element y,, is a linear combination of the D ‘s. Therefore, a 
canonical basis for A2 will be 
( ‘07 teijpql 1 6i,pgr,lGj,q6s~ h> l~“~r-l’~~“Il~“Ss-l’ 
(i.j)<(p.q)f(l,l) 
{Hl”hl}2<“<s,{Hl”lk}2~“,k6s JfLlhl~ 2<u,h<r> . . 
2<h<r (l,o)<Cl,k) (u.l)<(h,l) 
{Yadl ,:;::I; tHi&q} l=Gi,p<r,pfl T{ HiYpq}2<i,p6r . 
. . lGj,qGs,qfl z<q=ss i 
(l,l)+(i,j)G(P,q) (i.l)>(P.q) 
The train roots of A2 are given by 
where ri, 1 <i < TS- 1, are the eigenvahres of the matrices which are 
associated with LL, and L”,,. 
4.2 Idempotents 
The existence of idempotents is of particular interest, since from a 
biological point of view, the equilibria of a population correspond to idempo- 
tents of such an algebra. 
Let X be the element of A2 representing a population: 
x= c 
ffPPuo mPDuu 
l<p,u=Gr 
+ ,<z<, bijkhxjkh 
l<q,u<s lhj:h& 
(P*q)=G(u.o) (i, j)<(k,h) 
with &rpq,,” = ~Pijkh = 1, apquo, bijkh 2 0, where apquo and Pijkh are the 
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zygote proportions [( p, q), (u, u)], [(i, j), (k, h)] in males and females, respec- 
tively. Writing 
xpq(p,) := (l- pJ(q1pq + *. . +2apqpq + *. . + apqrs) 
+ !‘&pvlu,q + ’ . . + 2a~,~, + %wk, + ’ ’ ’ ) 
and a similar expression for xpq@f) with (P,u~)<(z+~), (hj>q)<(P>kj), 
lgui,hj‘<r,l~ui,kj~s,wehave 
Defining 
in such a manner that 
we obtain from the idempotency condition, X 2 = X, the following equations: 
akhkh = iAkh Bkh y l<k<f, l<h<s. 
&khuu =:(AkhBuo+AuvBkh)t l<k,u<r, l<h,o<s, (k,h)<(u,u), 
(3) 
with ffkhuo = Pkhuo. Using the notation 
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we conclude 
Let M;” and Mf, t = 1,2, be the matrices whose elements are the 
mutation rates of the locus t in males and females, respectively. Any solution 
of (4) and (5) is a left eigenvector which is associated with the eigenvalue 
r = 1 of the matrices i( M," + Mf) and $( M," + Mf), respectively. On the 
other hand, writing 
A,.:= c A,,, 
kg= c A,,, 
we deduce 
A,.= C PLl;nplXi.’ 
BP.:= c BP,, 
l<q<s 
B.g= c B,,, 
l<p<r 
and with some algebra, we obtain the following system of equations: 
+ &,&.B., + B,.A9), 
q&Lf)=~O-!-4 
+ $,uf(Ap3,+ BP.&), 
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whose solution will give the values xpq(pm), xpo(pf). These values allow us 
to find the solutions of (3), and consequently, the idempotents of the zygotic 
algebra A’. 
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